[Urea distribution volume calculated by ionic dialysance].
Direct dialysis quantification is considered the gold standard for determining urea distribution volume, but it is impractical for routine use. So, urea distribution volume in hemodialysis patients is usually estimated from anthropometric equations. Ionic dialysance allows to calculate the urea distribution volume dividing the Kt obtained by ionic dialysance by the Kt/V obtained by a simplified formula. The aim of the present work was to analyse the concordance between the ionic dialysance and the direct dialysis quantification methods to estimate de urea distribution volume. In 15 hemodialysis patients (10 males and 5 females), we have estimated the urea distribution volume by the direct dialysis quantification (Vurea), by the anthropometrics equations of Watson (VWatson) and Chertow (VChertow) and by the ionic dialysance method (VDI). To obtain VDI we have used two simplified Kt/V formulas: the monocompartimental and the equilibrated Daugirdas equations (VDIm and VDIe respectively). The intermethod variability was assessed by the relative difference (absolute difference between VUrea and the other methods, divided by the mean). VUrea (26,2 L) was statistically different from theVDIe (30,6 L, p < 0.01), VWatson 35.2 L (p < 0.001) and VChertow (38 L, p < 0.001). VDIm was 26.3 L (p = ns). VUrea represents the 42% of the body weight for the males (range 36 to 49%) and the 33% of the body weight for the female (range 28 to 38%). The intermethod variability was high for the VDIe (21.6%), VWatson (37.4%) and VChertow (48. 1%), but it was low for the VDIm (9.9%). Urea distribution volume calculated by the ionic dialysance method using the monocompartimental Daugirdas Kt/V equation has an acceptable agreement with the urea distribution volume calculated by the direct dialysis quantification. Anthropometry-based equations overestimate the urea distribution volume in hemodialysis patients.